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Round 6 Toss-Ups
1.) Characters and references in this fantasy trilogy include Udun One-Eye, a deity who is a
combination of Thor and Odin, a race of people called the Noms, and a reference to Fingil
via a character of the same name. The peoples of this trilogy include the Sithi or Zidaya, the
Erkynlanders, the Rimmersmen, and the Wrannamen. It outlines a war between King Elias,
son of Prester John, and his younger brother, Josua. The main character of the trilogy is
Simon, a young redhead who manages to ally the Sithi, the Trolls, Erkynland, and the
Wrannamen, among others. FTP, give the name of this trilogy by Tad Williams based on the
acquisition and use of three swords.
Answer:

Memory, Sorrow, and Thorn

2.) This parasitic nematode, whose generic name is not to be confused with a lock-jaw, is
found throughout sub-Saharan Africa, southern Europe and southern Asia. Its eggs are released
in f~eces, and they hatch into larvae in moist earth. These larvae penetrate a human host,
often through the soles of the host's bare feet. Its larval stage is thus blood-borne, but its adult
stage resides in the human duodenum and small-intestine. FTP, name this parasite, which gets
its name from the way it attaches itself to the intestinal walls of its host.
Answer:

Hookworm or Ankylostoma

3.) Trust versus Mistrust. Autonomy versus doubt. Initiative versus guilt. Industry versus
inferiority. Identity versus pole confusion. Intimacy versus Isolation. Generativity versus
stagnation. Ego integrity versus despair. This group expresses the basic conflicts that an
individual undergoes over the course of his life according to this author of "Young Man
Luther" and "Insight and Responsibility." Each corresponds to one of the eight stages such as
oral-sensory and muscular-anal. FTP, identify the creator of the psychological development
theory described above.
Answer:
Erik Erikson or Erik Homburger (accept any early variations such as
"Erikson's stages ... etc.)
4.) From the time of her graduation from Mount Holyoke College, she was involved in
Progressive movements, including the prevention of sweatshop related injuries. She was also
part of the committee that investigated the Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire and wrote a
book entitled People at Work. In 1928, the new governor of New York appointed her
Industrial Commissioner, and she would continue working with him until his death in 1945,
during which time she helped draft the Social Security Act and Fair Labor Standards Act.
FTP, name this Secretary of Labor under President Roosevelt, the first woman to hold a
cabinet position.
Answer:

Francis "Fannie" Coralie Perkins

5.) This quantity is the liquid and solid analog of fugacity for gasses, because equations of
state that spanned the boiling point did not exist until recently. It is used in the calculation
of the equilibrium constant, but it is normally replaced by concentration due to the
assumption of ideal mixtures. FTP, name this quantity, defined to be 1 in pure component
solids, and something you might do to keep small children busy.
Answer:

Activity

6.) This 1957 play's first New York production starred Kenneth Haigh, Mary Ure, and Alan
Bates. In it, Jimmy Porter leaves his pregnant wife Alison and begins an affair with Helena.
Regressing to childlike states, Jimmy and his wife Alison eventually get back together after
Alison loses the baby. It was this play that brought to prominence England's Angry Young
Men. FTP, name this play by John Osborne.
Answer:

Look Back in Anger (do not accept Don't Look Back In Anger)

7.) Edgard Varese composed the music played inside one of this person's works: the Philips
Pavillion at the 1958 Brussels Exposition. Its design came after a lengthy period in Paris
under the influence of Le Corbusier, with whom he studied after being exiled for political
reasons. He originated the technique of Musique stochastique [moo-ZEEK sto-cass-TEEK] ,
a computer-aided composition technique relying heavily on game theory and set theory. For
ten points, name this Romanian-born architect, mathematician, and composer of Greek
parentage.
Answer:

Iannis Xenakis

8.) In its most general form, it gives the axial normal strain at a point in an object as a
function of the 3 axial normal stresses, the elastic modulus of the material, and Poisson's
ratio for the material. A slightly more specialized form states that the elastic modulus is equal
to the ratio of normal stress to normal strain in an object. FTP, name this law, whose most
common version is "F equals minus K times X."
Answer:

Hooke's Law

9.) The main character of this story is a ship's captain who encounters a strange ship which
"showed no colors". He boards the vessel, the San Dominick, where everything seems to be
going well, yet he feels uneasy. The San DominiclCs captain, a Spaniard, seems to be weak
and is constantly attended by Babo, an African. It turns out that the San Dominick has
suffered a mutiny and for it Babo, the leader, is dragged to death and then burned. FTP, name
this short story whose main character is Captain Amasa Delano, by Hermann Melville.
Answer:

Beneto Cereno

10.) It appears initially to be a giant mess of anachronisms: Cities have power plants before
electricity is even discovered, armies contain riflemen before gunpowder is invented, and, in
rare cases, Roman legions can defeat Cruise Missles in combat. Still, it's all part of the game
when you have Greeks, French, Mongols, and Zulus at war with each other. FTP, name this
series of computer games, created by Sid Meier, that pits numerous cultures in a race for
world, or scientific, dominance.
Answer:
before FTP)

Civilization (Accept Civilization I, II, III, or "Sid Meier's Civilization"

II.) A too simple way to describe this work is that it is an attack on Leibniz's view that we
can have direct knowledge of things outside our experience, like God, freedom, and
immortality. Divided into the transcendental doctrines of the elements and of method, the
elements section is further divided into three transcendental sections: the aesthetic, analytic,
and dialectic. It is here that the author answers the main question of the work, "how are
synthetic a priori judgments possible?" FTP, this describes what 1781 philosophical
masterpiece of Immanuel Kant?

Answer:

Critique of Pure Reason

12.) Airports use a short-range version of it to detect possible microbursts. It is also capable
of detecting rotating weather patterns, which is vital because those patterns tend to produce
dangerous phenomena. Originally only capable of measuring precipitation, it now can also
measure radial wind speed by measuring the frequency shift. Another development is
computer software that converts the raw data, which can only be read by a trained
meteorologist, into a picture that even a TV news reporter can glean information from. FTP,
what weather measuring technique was named after a nineteenth century Austrian physicist?
Answer:

Doppler radar (prompt on "radar")

13.) According to tradition, one member of the second group of those charged with creating
this lusted after a maid named Verginia, provoking a secession of the Plebians. However,
historians believe this to be merely legend, and point to the lack of provisions dealing with
consular authority as evidence that the entire story of its creation is fictitious. That story
claims that the Senate appointed ten men to codify the laws at Plebian insistence in 451
BCE. FTP, name this first Roman law code, displayed in the Forum Romanum on bronze
tablets.
Answer:

Law of the Twelve Tables

14.) After finishing his doctoral dissertation on Agrigento at the University of Bonn, this
man left behind a love named Jenny Schulz-Lander to whom he would later dedicate a poetry
collection called Pasqua di Gea. Despite essays such as "On Humor" and the novel The
Late Mattia Pascal, this one-time professor at a women's teachers college is better known as
the creator of highly unusual plays, which include such devices as the placement of characters
in the audience and using characters to "interrupt" the action. He founded his own theatre in
Rome with the backing of Mussolini and was awarded the Nobel Prize for literature in 1934.
FTP, name this author of "Six Characters in Search of an Author."
Answer:

Luigi Pirandello

15.) Started in December 1925 by former reporter George Dewey Hay, it was originally
known as WSM Barn Dance, but changed to its current name before moving to its
hometown's Ryman Auditorium. Its staples included Earl Scruggs, Roy Acuff, and Kitty Wells,
and in 1974 it again changed venues to a large theme park. FTP, radio's longest run belongs
to what poorly-spelled Nashville show?
Answer:

The Grand Ole Opry

16.) The modern 'riders' version of this group fights motorcycle helmet laws while the
'southern' group fights for state rights in Maryland. The 'American' version fights to defend
the right to bear arms, which they claim comes from God. Each of these groups take its name
from a speech given in the British Parliament in 1765 by Isaac Barre. The two original ones
formed in New York City and Boston out of the Committees of Correspondence. FTP name
this loosely organized secret society formed to prevent the enforcement of the Stamp Act.
Answer:

Sons of Liberty

17.) This producing theatre is attached to Thomas Neal's Shopping Centre in London. Its
latest West-End transfer is David Mamet's Boston Marriage, a comedy about nineteenth-

century New England lesbians. It was founded in 1992 by its current artistic director, though
he plans to step down in December of 2002. Its production of Cabaret was remounted at
Studio 54 in New York, and is still running. For ten points, name this non-profit theatre
which has become one of London's most prestigious under the artistic direction of American
Beauty director Sam Mendes.
Answer:

Donmar Warehouse

18.) Following the death of King Cleph, this people entered a ten-year "Rule of the Dukes",
though these nobles eventually surrendered much of their wealth and power to Authari for the
maintenance of his court at Pavia. Their kingdom reached its height in the 7th and 8th
centuries under kings such as Liutprand. Their first king was Audoin in the 6th century,
whose successor led them beyond the Alps, where they conquered all the major cities north of
the Po. FTP, what was this Germanic tribe that today gives its name to a region of Italy
adjacent to Switzerland, with its modern capital at Milan?
Answer:

Lombards

19.) This epic poem's title character is the son of an unattractive buffalo-woman, Sukulung
Konte (soo-KOO-Ioong KOHN-teh), the third wife of the Mansa, and began his life as a
cripple and glutton who had not learned to walk by the age of nine. Most famously told by
Bamba Suso (BAHM-bah SOO-soh) and Banna Kanute (BAH-nah kah-NOO-teh), it details
the fight for independence from the Susu king. FTP, name the title of this Mande epic, taken
from the title character's name, meaning "the lion-thief who takes his inheritance", also the
first emperor of Mali.
Answer:

Sunjata (soon-JAH-tah) or Sundiata

20 .) * His outfit was a snazzy three-piece suit. His most visible prop was a lollipop. (*) His
head was shaved bald. His standard greeting was a gruff "Who loves ya, baby?" From 1973
to 1978, he walked the streets of Manhattan as a detective for the NYPD, showing his
idiosyncratic penchant for the grit rather than glamour. FTP, who is this lieutenant on CBS,
played by Telly Savalas?
Answer:

Lt. Theo Kojak

21.) This state contains such tourist friendly landforms as Lake Disappointment, Shark Bay,
and the Great Sandy Desert, and its shores catch the brunt of the Southeast Trade Winds,
bringing Indian Ocean currents to Cape Naturaliste, Cape Inscription, and (much to the
author's amusement), Geographe Bay. It's highest point, at an unnamed 1,085 meters, stands
far from the bulk of its cities, which are located southwest of the line connecting Geraldton
and Esperance or along the northwest coast. FTP, name this Australian state in which 70%
of the people live in the capital, Perth.
Answer:

* Toss-Up

Western Australia
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1.) Name these Israeli Prime Ministers, for 10 points each.
A.

This founder of the Israel Labour Party was Prime Minister during the Six Day War.
Levi Eshkol or Levi Shkolnik

Answer:

B.
This female Prime Minister and former student at the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee followed Eshkol and led the nation through the Ramadan War.
Golda Meir or Golda Mabovitch

Answer:

C.
This Prime Minister for much of the 1980's once made a deal with Shimon Peres
where Peres would lead the government for the first half of the term and this man would take
over for the second.
Yitzhak Shamir or Yitzhak Jazernicki

Answer:

2.) Name these women from The Iliad, FTP each:
A.

This daughter of Agamemnon was sacrificed to gain favorable winds for the Greeks.

Iphigenia

Answer:

B.
When Agamemnon was forced to return the really hot Chryseis to her father, he
took this captive girl of Achilles, causing a quarrel.

Briseis

Answer:

C.
On the other side of things, this was the woman to whom Hector was happily
married.

Andromache (and-ROM-a kee)

Answer:

3.) Name these narrow strips of land, FTP each .
A.
This territory along the Mediterranean Sea next to the Sinai Peninsula has been
occupied by Israel since 1967.
Answer:
B.

Gaza Strip or Qita Ghazzah or Rezu'at 'Azza

This strip of Namibia connects the main body of the country to the Zambezi River.

Answer:

Caprivi Strip

C.
This river valley was added to eastern Afghanistan to prevent Russia from bordering
India.
Answer:

Vakhan Corridor (may be pronounced "wak-han")

4.) Identify the 2001 films from taglines FTPE.
A.

"Rule the planet."

Planet of the Apes

Answer:
B.

"Change the way you look at the world."

K-Pax

Answer:
C.

"She rocks. She rules. She reigns."

Answer:

The Princess Diaries

5.) Answer the following questions about current research in physics FTPE:
A.
The LIGO was recently constructed in Hanford, Washington making it the second US
based detector of this phenomena. The device works by firing laser beams at mirrors back
and forth in an L shaped pattern where an interferormeter attempts to measure if the mirrors
are compressed or strechted in any way due to these passing through them ..
Answer:

Gravity Waves

B. The 1MB experiment in Mentor, Ohio as well as the ongoing Kamiokande experiment
located in an underground cave in Japan are attempts to test the lifetime of these. Both
experiments utilize a tank of water surrounded by photomultiplier tubes. If one were to
decay, it would send off telltale Cherenkov light cones which would then be detected by the
photomultiplier tubes.
Answer:

protons

B. Until recently, scientists knew of 5 different, but equally consistent versions of string
theory, each of which utilized ten dimensions, but which differed in the way they
incorporated supersymmetry. Current research indicates that all five are merely an aspect of
this underlying 11 dimensional theory which unifies all five versions of string theory.
Answer:

M Theory

6.) For ten points each, name the religions which celebrate the following holidays:
A.
Ayyam-I-Ha, which begins a series of Intercalary Days that balance out the Calendar.
Its end marks the beginning of 19 days of fasting.
Answer:

Baha'i

B.
November 2001 was a month of this religion's Diwali festival, which marks the birth
of the goddess Lakshmi.
Answer:

Hinduism

C.
This religion's festivals include the four monthly uposatha days related to the moon
cycle, as well as the Magha Puja.

Answer:

Buddhism

7.) Many modern writers have used Tarot cards to further their plots. Identify these writers
FTPE:
A.
In "The Burial of the Dead", a section of one of this man's poems, Madame
Sosostris is a fortune teller who offers a spread including the Hanged Man, the Phoenician
Sailor, and the Wheel of Fortune.
Thomas Stearns Eliot

Answer:
B.

In her Trilogy, the lady represents the high priestess card.

Answer:

Hilda Doolittle (accept "H.D.")

C.
His The Castle of Crossed Destinies is a retelling of The Canterbury Tales wherein
none of the travelers are able to speak and must use Tarot cards to tell their stories.
Answer:

Italo Calvino

8.) Answer the following about events of the Korean War FTPE:
A.
The country was initially divided up when, after World War II, it was agreed that the
Soviet Union would accept the surrender of Japanese troops north of this parallel line while
the United States would accept surrending troops below it.
Answer:

38th parallel

B.
When fighting broke out, this man, the commander of the American Southwest
Pacific fleet during WWII, was selected to command United Nations forces there.
Answer:

General Douglas MacArthur

C.
The initial North Korean invasion was finally repulsed and eventually pushed back
after US troops made a daring amphibious landing here, north of the invading Koreans,
eventually leading to the capture of 125,000 North Korean soldiers.
Answer:

Inch'on

9.) Name these related figures referred to in the introduction to "Just One Of Those Things",
FTSNOP.
A.
For ten points, the introduction begins, "As [BLANK] once said, to her boyfriend,
'Fare thee well.' " She was the author of Enough Rope and the most famous female denizen
of the Algonquin Round Table.
Answer:

Dorothy Parker

B.
Two answers required, five points apiece: "As [BLANK] said to [BLANK], 'Don't
forget to drop a line to me, please.' " The first is a sometime monk, author of the "History
of My Troubles"; the second is his wife, a sometime nun.
Answer:

Peter Abelard and Heloise

C.

For a final ten points, who wrote "Just One Of Those Things"?
Cole Porter

Answer:

10.) Given a description of a type of white blood cell, identify it. 10 each.
A.
They comprise about 62 percent of all white blood cells, and are the first to attack an
infection.
Answer:

neutrophils

B.
The rarest white blood cell, it releases histamine, which attracts other white blood
cells, and produces heparin, which dissolves clots.
Answer:
C.

basophils

They not only fight infection, but provide immunity by producing antibodies.

Answer:

Lymphocytes

11.) The Smoking Gun is a website that demonstrates what a truly wonderful thing the
Freedom of Information Act is. Identify the protagonists in these selections from their
Document of the Year awards FTSNOP.
A.
F5P, whose followers are the intended study for the 180-page "Military Study in the
Jihad against the Terrorists", the Scariest Document of the Year?
Answer:

Osama bin Laden (prompt on liThe Evil Oneil)

B.
FTP, the OSS produced the Best Find in the Government's Vault, a 68-page profile of
which German leader?
Answer:

Adolf Hitler

C.
F 15P, which artist made demands ranging from yellow roses with red trim, to a 43artist music library, to French aromatherapy candles in a contract rider for a charity concert?
Answer:

Jennifer Lopez (accept J. Lo)

12.) Identify these figures in early modern drama FTPE.
A.
With regard to the play Sir Thomas More, scholars refer to him as 'Hand D' . His
famous, posthumous 1623 publication had an introduction by John Heming and Henry
Condell and was printed by Isaac Jaggard.
Answer:

William Shakespeare

B.
Some attribute Soliman and Perseda and Arden of Feversham to him. He died a year
after an arrest for atheism in 1593, but is still remembered for The Spanish Tragedy.
Answer:

Thomas Kyd

C.
This roommate of Thomas Kyd was arrested with him, but was released and killed in a
barfight with Ingram Frizer. His works include Edward II and The Jew of Malta.
Christopher Marlowe

Answer:

l3 .) Draw sketches of the following paintings, FTP each:
A.

The Oath of the Horatii, by David (da-VEED)

Three dudes on the left reach for three swords held up by an older
Answer:
dude in the center. Two women engage in lamenting at lower right, with another
woman consoling a child just behind them.
B.

Bacchus and Ariadne, by Titian

Answer:
Woman on far left reached back toward sea, even while turning to
face man in center leaping down toward her. On the right is a mob of deeply
symbolic figures looking at them doing stuff.
C.

Mr. and Mrs. Andrews, by Gainsborough

Answer:
On the left, a woman sits under a tree, with a man holding a rifle
pointed down next to her. On the right is an open field, with some trees at far right.
14.) Answer the following questions about the history of geometry FTPE:
A.
His father, Wolfgang, spent much of his life attempting to prove Euclid's parallel
postulate to no avail. In the appendix of his father's book The Tentamen, he questions the
validity of the postulate and gives the first known example of a non-Euclidean geometry.
Answer:

Janos Bolyai

B.
He developed a form of geometry in which no parallel lines will ever intersect, but
which accepts the possibility of the curvature of the lines. Einstein discovered that this form
of geometry perfectly described the spacetime manifold under general relativity.
Answer:

Goerg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann

C.
With non-Euclidean geometry finally gaining acceptance, this mathematician
published Grundlagen der Geometrie in 1899 in which he uses a system of 21 axioms in an
attempt to axiomatize all systems of geometry regardless of curvature requirements.
Answer:

David Hilbert

15.) Given a description, identify the term used in kinship description FTPE.

A.
This term is applied to a society in which individuals trace their roots predominately
through the mother.
Answer:

Matrilineal descent

B.
When a newly married couple generally move in with the clan or family of the
groom, this term is used.

Patrilocality

Answer:

C.
This is the name for a marriage in which a widow marries her deceased husband's
brother, usually in order to perpetuate the relationships to the groups involved in the original
marriage. Although the practice was common among the Hebrews, it is derived from the
Latin for brother-in-law, not the Hebrew priestly tribe.

Answer:

Levirate marriages

16.) FTPE, name the functional group from a description.
A.

A carbon atom bonded to an OH group
Alcohol

Answer:
B.

A carbon double bonded to an oxygen and at least 1 hydrogen
Aldehyde

Answer:
C.

A carbon bound to a hydrogen, an NH2 ground, and double bound to a carbon
Enamine

Answer:

17.) FTSNOP, answer the following questions about the Baseball Hall of Fame
A.
5: Name the only player to be inducted in 2002, honored for his 19 years in the
major leagues with the Padres and Cardinals.
Answer:

Ozzie Smith

B.
5: Name Smith's position, which ranks third out of all positions with 22 players in
the Hall of Fame.
Answer:

Shortstop

C.
10: What position is tops in non-pitchers, with 25 on the list, including Babe Ruth
and Dave Winfield?
Answer:
D.

Right Field (Prompt on "Outfield")
10: What position has the fewest Hall-of-Famers, with II?

Answer:

Third Base

18.) Name the following about the reign of King Louis XIV, for 10 points each.
A.

To what dynasty did he belong?

Answer:

Bourbon

B.

This Italian Cardinal was Chief Minister until his death in 1661.

Answer:

Jules Mazarin or Giulio Raimondo Mazzarino (or "Mazarini")

C.
Before his marriage to Marie-Therese, Louis XIV loved this niece of Cardinal
Mazarin.
Answer:

Marie Mancini

19.) So much of dissident Soviet literature is obscured by the long shadow of Solzhenytsin
(solzhe-NEET-sin) and by the western conviction that literary writing could not have been a
viable activity within the USSR. See if you can transcend these attitudes by showing your
knowledge of the following, FTP each.
Name this novel by Mikhail Bulgakov, which has, at its heart, the account of a
A.
medical first - the transplantation of the testicles and pituitary glands of a recently deceased
man into a stray dog, and is a farce on the criminality that accompanied the Russian
Revolution .
Answer:

The Heart of a Dog

B.
She is considered among Russia's finest lyric poets. Her early collections "Evening"
and "Rosary" were wildly popular, but her works were proscribed and later banned between
1925 and 1958. Name this poet, whose poems best known to the West are "In Memoriam",
"Requiem" and "A Poem Without a Hero".
Answer:

Anna Akhmatova

C.
This is the Russian word for unpublished, but widely circulated, underground writing,
and literally means "self-published".
Answer:

Samizdat

20.) Name these types of movement training FTPE.
A.
This "technique" of changing body movement habits is popular among dancers,
singers, and actors, though it can also be used to reduce back pain. It emphasizes the
dynamism and changeability of the body and its posture.
Answer:

Alexander Technique

B.
George Balanchine and Martha Graham were among the first to use this "method" of
body conditioning, which consists of exercises performed on a specialized apparatus under the
supervision of an instructor.
Answer:

Pilates [Puh-LAH-teez] Method

C.
This system of musical education and movement expression was created by Emile
Jaques-Dalcroze. In it, movements are used to represent musical elements.
Answer:

eurythmics [yoo-RITH-micks]

